Interior Care
and Treatment

For a healthy
and protected
interior
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The surfaces of your interior are used
every day.The occupants, the daily accidents, but also solar rays and heat or
simply the time, are all factors which lead
to an accelerated aging of the materials.
Tarnishing plastics, colorless fabrics,
cracking leathers...The replacement of
these surfaces is a complex and expensive
operation that can be prevented.

Each application starts
with a bactericidal
decontamination of the
surfaces guaranteeing a healthy
interior, free of any pollution.

With the ProTech® Monte Carlo Interior
Treatment, you’ll be guaranteed to slow
down aging, improve stain resistance and
keep your interior as new, for a long time.
Depending on the surface, our experts
will apply the appropriate treatments to
ensure the best protection against premature aging and protect against aggression.

If it remains a material of character,
the leather is also a delicate
surface to maintain. We clean them
gently with a neutral pH balm,
before applying our nourishing care.
It penetrates the skin deeply while
letting it breathe, thus avoiding any
risk of subsequent hardening and
cracking.

On carpets and fabric
surfaces, we apply our exclusive
anti-stain formula. It coats
the fibers of the fabric with a
resistant film, which avoids many
permanent stains and delays their
appearance in the event of an
accidental spill.

Our decontamination solution kills
99,99% of bacteria in less than
5 minutes. Its effectiveness has
been tested by an independant
laboratory according to NF EN 1276
standard.
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The plastics and vinyls on the
dashboard, the doors and other
elements are very sensitive to
the sun and time. The anti-UV and
nourishing characteristics of our
vinyl protector durably protect
these surfaces from sun, heat and
tarnishing.
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After the interior treatment, we give you a kit with your certificate of
authenticity and its warranty number, as well as a cleaning pack designed to
maintain each surface of your cabin.

Guarantee

 2year warranty* against tarnishing and loss of color for carpets, skylights,
fabric seats
 2year warranty* against cracking, tarnishing, loss of color for leather
surfaces
 2year warranty* against tarnishing, color loss for vinyl and plastic surfaces
The anti-stain treatment should ideally be repeated every year for the most
stressed areas (seats, backs, carpet, etc.).
Your ProTech® Monte-Carlo advisor will offer you the best conditions to renew
this application if necessary.
*New surfaces, maintained according to our recommendations.

